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UNIQUENESS IN BOUNDED MOMENT PROBLEMS

HANS G. KELLERER

Abstract. Let (X,%, ß) be a u-finite measure space and 3£ be a linear

subspace of S?x{ft) with supp^ = X. The following inverse problem is

treated: Which sets A £ 21 are "^-determined" within the class of all func-

tions g e S?<x{ff) satisfying 0 < g < 1 , i.e. when is g = \A the unique

solution of f fgdß = J flAdfi, f £ J? ? Recent results of Fishburn et al.
and Kemperman show that the condition A = {/ > 0} for some f £ 5?

is sufficient but not necessary for uniqueness. To obtain a complete charac-

terization of all ^"-determined sets, 3£ has to be enlarged to some hull X*

by extending the usual weak convergence to limits not in .25 (ß). Then one

of the main results states that A is ^-determined if and only if there is a

representation A = {/* > 0} and X\A = {/* < 0} for some /* £ 3£* .

Introduction

It is an immediate consequence of the Fourier inversion formula that a finite

mass distribution p0 on R" is uniquely determined by all its one-dimensional

projections, i.e. by the image measures tp{po) with respect to all linear maps

cp : W —► R. In applications as in tomography, however, only a finite number of

these projections can be observed. For simplicity let po be absolutely contin-

uous with respect to Lebesgue measure; then it turns out that—except for the

trivial case po = 0—a reconstruction is never possible (see §6). In most appli-

cations, however, some upper bound p for po is available. Thus, given pro-

jections <px, ... , cpk , the following "bounded moment problem" arises: Which

measures po are uniquely determined by their images <p¡{po) under the side

condition p0 < p ? Since the set of measures meeting these constraints is con-

vex, it is no surprise that a necessary condition requires po to be a restriction
of p to some subset A (see §6). Translated via the Radon-Nikodym theorem

from measures to functions the problem takes the following form: The indica-

tor functions of which sets A cl" are—up to null sets—uniquely determined,

within the class of all functions g on R" satisfying 0 < g < 1, by the integrals

fxfotpjlAdp, 1 < i < k , for all bounded functions / on R?
Kuba and Volcic [12] and Fishburn et al. [3, 4] seem to be the first who studied

this problem, specializing it to the classical "marginal" situation, i.e. the case

where p is (a restriction of) Lebesgue measure and the canonical projections

nx, ... , n„ play the role of the maps cpx, ... , <pk . In [12] the authors restrict

the study to dimension 2 and, making essential use of a result due to Lorentz
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[15], give three different characterizations of the sets in question. In [3] it is

shown that, without dimension restrictions, a representation

A = {xeRn:fi(xi) + --- + fn(xn)>0}

with appropriate functions f is a sufficient condition for uniqueness. In a

preliminary version the authors conjectured this special structure of A (called

"additivity") to be necessary, too. This, however, was disproved by Kemperman

[9], who supplied a counterexample in dimension 3. In [8] he generalized the

problem by considering an arbitrary measure space {X, 21, p) and replacing

the functions / o n¡ by a linear space 3? of integrable functions—as was done

independently by the present author. The problem then reads: For which sets

A £ 21 do the equations

f fdp= f fgdp   for/eJT
Ja Jx

under the additional assumption 0 < g < 1 imply g = lA modulo pi

It is the main aim of this paper to derive conditions for uniqueness of A

in the above sense that are not only sufficient but also necessary. As it turns

out, this amounts to a careful extension of Z%f to a "hull" Z%* such that a

representation

A = {f*>0}   and   X\A = {/* < 0}

for some f*£ 3ÍZ* is equivalent to uniqueness. Partly due to a somewhat

different approach, there is only a minor overlap with [8, 9] as will become

clear from the following survey of the subsequent sections.

Since the class of "^-determined" sets as introduced in Definition (1.2) turns

out to be stable with respect to complementation (see (1.5)), a fundamental

device is the limitation to notions that are symmetric in A and its complement

X\A . This suggests in particular the study of "^-separated" sets as introduced
in Definition (1.6), which are contained in the class of ^-determined sets (see

(1.7)). This subclass, however, can be very modest unless 3Í is assumed to

be closed, as is shown by Example (1.8). Another difficulty can be caused by

the existence of a nontrivial subset of X where all functions f £ Z% vanish

and therefore provide no information at all. This motivates the introduction of

a "support" of 3¡Z in Definition (1.9) and explains the importance of Lemma

(1.10). One consequence is Proposition (1.11) stating that a full support of 3fZ

is not only necessary but also sufficient for the existence of ^-determined sets.

The section concludes with a geometric characterization of these sets as extreme

points of a related convex set (see (1.14)).

Interpreting in §2 the reconstruction of a set A from the associated integrals

JAf dp, f £ Z%, as an extension of some linear functional, it is natural to

employ the Hahn-Banach theorem. This provides in Theorem (2.1) a central

criterion for uniqueness. To derive from it an explicit representation of 3Í-

determined sets, it is crucial to extend the notion of weak convergence from

integrable functions to a larger class. This leads to the definition of a hull Z%Z*

of Jlf (see (2.4)) and allows a complete characterization of ^-determined sets

in Theorem (2.5), representing A and X\A by means of a function f* £ 5ff*

in the above sense.

Since the passage from JÍ to 3ff* is a delicate limiting process, it is of

interest to find a more constructive access to as many ^-determined sets as
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possible. To this end, in §3 the following arguments will be combined: (1) the

^-separated sets result from maximizing linear functional associated with the

functions f £ 3?, (2) the ^-determined sets may be interpreted as extreme

points of some convex set, (3) in the finite-dimensional case these points can be

found by maximizing a finite number of linear functional recursively. Without

dimension restriction but within the framework of measure theory this suggests

the use of sequences f„ £ Jf, n £ N, in the present context. As will follow

from Example (3.3), however, it is necessary to work with countable ordinals

instead of ordinary sequences. This leads in Definition (3.2) to sets that are

"^-separated of order y," which have their origin in the special case y = 1.

As will be seen, these classes of sets, which for finite y are also considered by

Kemperman [8, 9], may increase strictly for increasing parameter y . By means

of the criterion (2.5) they can be shown to consist indeed of ^-determined sets

(see (3.4)). As is demonstrated, however, by Example (3.5), even on a countable

space X their union does not necessarily exhaust the class of all ^-determined

sets. An exception is provided by the case of a finite-dimensional space Jf, as

follows easily from the arguments (l)-(3) above (see (3.8)) and is proved in [8]

by ad hoc methods.
In view of the gap between Jf-separated sets and ^-determined sets it

is a natural question whether at least an approximation theorem is available.

After the introduction of an appropriate topology in the cr-algebra 21, §4 first

investigates whether the class of all ^-determined sets itself is closed with

respect to it. This turns out to be true in the finite-dimensional case (see (4.1)),

while Example (4.2) shows to what extent this can fail otherwise. Therefore

the notion of "almost ^-determined" sets is introduced in Definition (4.4)

and their connection with ^-separated sets is clarified in Theorem (4.6). By

means of this criterion the representation (2.5) can be carried over to almost

JT-determined sets, replacing the hull JÍ* by the set Jf** of all pointwise

limits of sequences in X (see (4.8)). Moreover, Theorem (4.9) solves the

approximation problem mentioned at the beginning of this paragraph.

The following section considers a weaker notion of uniqueness, which is more
adequate for some applications but less convenient to work with. The point in

Definition (5.1) is to compare a set A only with indicator functions instead of

all functions g satisfying 0 < g < 1. It is typical, however, for applications

that the subspace 3¡f is not too large, i.e. "thin" in the sense of Definition (5.3),

and in this case both notions coincide (see (5.4)).

The concluding section is devoted to the classical geometric situation as ex-

plained at the beginning of this introduction. From results proved by the author

[7] long ago it follows that strong and weak uniqueness agree in this case. As

it turns out, the results concerning dimension n = 2 resp. n > 2 differ com-

pletely. Using results in [3] and [12] in the first case, Proposition (6.2) proves

the coincidence of ^-separated and almost ^-determined sets, including thus

all other types. In contrast, in dimension n > 2 there are counterexamples

( 1 ) due to Kemperman [9] showing that the order of separation cannot be dis-

pensed with in general and (2) by Fishburn et al. [3] showing that the class of

^-determined sets fails to be closed even with respect to monotone sequences.

Thus it remains to find a counterexample (3) demonstrating that the classes

of generalized ^-separated sets again need not exhaust the class of all 3íf-

determined sets. This is done in Proposition (6.4), supplying suitable sets of a

very simple structure.
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Finally, it should be pointed out that all proper geometric aspects, as provided

for instance by convexity, are disregarded in this paper. For related results see

the survey paper by Gardner [5] and the references therein.

Notation

Given a (nonnegative) measure space {X, 21, p), the function spaces SCX (p)

and -2co(¿¿) have their usual meaning. Since the norm in ¿¿^(p) will play no

role, the norm in S?x{p) is simply denoted by || • ||.

-26(/¿) resp. 2f oip) is written for the space of measurable functions with

values in R resp. R, the extended real line. Here, as above, functions that

agree modulo p are identified and the same convention holds for sets in the

cr-algebra.
Since suppressing p in equations and inequalities may, however, be mislead-

ing in statements like A = 0, as a rule the symbols = and < resp. c are used
ß ß p

in the sequel.

For / G -2o(/z) and A £ 21 the //-essential supremum of / on A is denoted

by p-s\xo{f{x): x e A} ; for a family of functions f £ -2o(/z), resp. sets

A¡ £ 21, i £ I, the /¿-essential supremum, if defined, is denoted by p- sup;6/ f,

resp. p-supieIAj (infima will not occur).

Finally, for the cr-algebra generated by any family & = {f■ : i £ 1} of

real-valued functions on X the notations o{!F) as well as o{f, i £ I) are

used.

1. Basic facts

Throughout this paper the following conventions hold:

(a) {X, 21, p) is a a -finite measure space,
(b) X is a linear subspace of -Si(/z).

Concerning (a), it should be mentioned that some of the subsequent results

extend easily to a localizable measure space. On the other hand, the rr-finite

case formally can be reduced to the finite one, multiplying the measure p by

a strictly positive function h £ Sfx{p) and all functions in Z% by l/h—at
the expense, however, of obscuring some essential points. Concerning (b), the

linearity assumption is obviously no real restriction, because, given the integrals

Sx fiSdp of a function g £ -S£o(/í) for some functions f £ S?x{p), these

integrals are known for all their linear combinations. By a similar argument

X could be replaced by its closure Z% as well, but this would unnecessarily

weaken some of the subsequent results.

The subspace 3¡Z induces the following equivalence relation:

(1.1)   Definition. Two functions g¡ £ Sf^p) fulfil gx ~ g2, if
sa

f fgidp= f fg2dp   forall/eJT.
Jx Jx

This equivalence relation yields the quotient space of -2£o(/z) with respect

to the closed linear subspace

3T1- = ig £ SZM : f fgdp = 0 for all f£Jï\.
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Therefore the relation ~ is compatible not only with equality modulo p but

also with the linear structure in ¿¿^(p).   In a natural way (1.1) defines an

equivalence relation in the cr-algebra 2t, denoted again by ~ , which, however,

need not be compatible with the lattice structure in 21.

The main object of this paper is the study of the following class of sets:

(1.2) Definition. With the notation

& = {geXciß):0<g<\}
p     p

the class D{X) consists of all ".^-determined" sets A £ 21, satisfying the

condition

(*) U ~ g e &   implies   g=lA-
3? p

This class is clearly invariant under the passage from X to 5£. Moreover,

it increases when 3? increases, the extreme cases being given by

£(Jf) = 0 for % = {0}   and   3)(JT) = 21 for Jf = 3[{p) ;

here p ^ 0 has to be assumed in the first equation.

Equally simple is the following case:

(1.3) Example. Assume 0 < p{X) < oo and let X consist of all constant

functions. Then

lA~{p{A)/p{X))lx£&   for all A £ 21;
se

thus ^{X) contains only the extreme sets 0 and X.

As defined in (1.2) the class ^{3¡Z) depends on the underlying cr-algebra,

but this dependence is only formal:

(1.4) Proposition. Let the measure p be a-finite on 2lo = a{3f). If Do(^)
denotes the analogue of 3D {3¡f) with 2t0 replacing 21, then

A £ 2(JT)    if and only if  A = A0£ 2o(JT).
p

Proof. 0.   If So denotes similarly the analogue of S, the Radon-Nikodym

theorem assigns to each g £ S a function go£&o such that

(1) f gdp= f godp   forallße2l0,
Jb Jb

hence in particular

(2) f fgdp= f fgodp   for all fzJF.
Jx Jx

1. Assume now A £ Q{3?) and consider the function go = (l¿)o according

to part 0 of the proof. Then by (2)

I a ~ ¿To e &o c S   (modulo p),
St

hence go = I a by uniqueness and thus go = lAn for some Ao £ 2lo. But this
p p

implies first A0 = A and then A0 e SofJ) due to ^£3(1).
p
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2.   Conversely, assume A = Ao £ Do(^)  and consider an equivalence
p

lA ~ g with g £ S.  Then by (2)  1^ = lA ~ g0 £ SQ, hence g0 = lAo
je p Si P

by uniqueness and thus by ( 1 )

/ gdp= / g0dp= / lAodp   for all ß e 2l0.
Jb Jb Jb

By choosing B = A0 resp. X\A0 this implies g = lAn due to 0 < g < 1 and
p ß      ß

therefore indeed g = lA.   D
p

Clearly, this result contains the preceding example as a special case. More-

over, assuming p to be cr-finite on 2lo is no real restriction, because this con-

dition holds whenever 2D(^) ^ 0, as will follow from (1.10) and (1.11).
Concerning stability properties, it will be seen in the sequel that the class

T){3?) in general enjoys only the following one:

(1.5)   Proposition. D{3i) is stable with respect to complementation.

Proof. If A £ 5){3f), an equivalence

leads to
lA~l-ge&,

hence 1 - g = lA or g = lxu , i.e. X\A £ D{3?).   D
p p

This result suggests as a general principle to study only notions that are sym-

metric in A and its complement. Since 3? together with / contains -/, this

holds in the following case:

(1.6) Definition. The class &{3f) consists of all "^-separated" sets A £ 21,

allowing a representation

A = {f>0}   and   X\A = {f < 0}

for some function / £ 3? .

Thus, for instance, the sets 0 and X are contained in &{3?) if and only if

3t contains a function / that is strictly positive.

The importance of this class is easily established:

(1.7) Proposition.  &{3f) is a subclass of D{3f).

Proof. If A is represented by / in the sense of (1.6), lA is uniquely de-

termined as that function g £ S for which the integral Jx fg dp attains its

maximal value.   D

The classes &{3?) and 5j{3?) may differ extremely:

(1.8) Example. Let {X, 21, p) be given by Lebesgue measure on the real line

and choose for 3? the linear space of all continuous functions with compact

support (modulo p). Then &{3f) = 0 and T>{3?) = 21, because p{f = 0) = oo
for all f £ 3t, while any function g £ ¿¿^{p) is clearly determined by the

integrals ¡xfgdp, f £3f .
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The crucial point in this example lies in the fact that the subspace 3? is not

closed in S?x{p). Indeed, its closure equals 2[{p), and it is immediate that
always

6(Jf) = 2l   for 3? = 3>x{p).

Therefore, counterexamples concerning 6{3f) are convincing only for closed

3T.

Another problem may be caused by the existence of a set A of positive

measure on which all functions f £ 3? vanish. This suggests the following

notion, which makes use of the fact that the measure p is a -finite:

(1.9) Definition. The "support" of 3ff is given by

s\xryo3t = yU-sup{/ 7¿ 0}.
fejf

This support is clearly invariant under the passage from 3? to 3Í. As

follows from (1.8), however, assuming 3? to be closed is essential for the
following result:

(1.10) Lemma. If 3t is closed, then

supp^ = {/o ,¿ 0}   for some f0 £ 3?.

Proof. 1. According to the definition there exist functions /„ 6 3t with

supJf= )J{f„¿0},
ß neN

where convergence of Y,n€N \\fn\\ can be achieved by taking suitable multiples.
Therefore, after a modification of fn on some null set if necessary, it may be

assumed that

^|/„(x)|<oo   forallxeX.

«eN

With the notations

T„ = [0, 1],     Tn=   Yl   Tm   and   T=TnxTw for n £ N
n¿m€N

this implies that the functions

ft = J2 **f*   for / = (/„,« e N) e r

are well-defined and belong to the closed subspace Z% .

2. Consider next the sets

^^ = {/„^0,y; = 0}   for«€Nand/e T.

Since the sets A1}. ,,, t„ £ Tn, are pairwise disjoint for fixed ty¡ £ T„ and the

measure p is cr-finite, the set

S?ïï = {tn£Tn:p{Al^)>0}

is countable for every t„£ T„.
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3.   Denote now by vn  Lebesgue measure on  T„  and by vj¡ and v  the

corresponding product measures on Tj¡ and T, respectively. Then

v{{t £ T : p{A"t) > 0}) = / vn(S") di^ = 0

for all n £ N by part 2 of the proof. Therefore also

v(\J{t£T:p{A?)>0}\=0,
\n€N /

which implies the existence of some t £ T such that

p{A"t) = 0   for all neN.

This in turn yields

(J {/„ ̂  0} c {/, ̂  0},
p

i.e. /, may be chosen for fo .   D

By means of this lemma the next result is immediate:

(1.11) Proposition.  I){3f)^0 is equivalent to suvp3f = X.
p

Proof. 1. Since Ax ~ A2, whenever the symmetric difference of Ax and A2

is contained in X\suppc^, the condition supp^ = X is obviously necessary
p

for S(JT) 9¿ 0 .

2. Conversely, if it is satisfied, there exists by ( 1.10) a function fo £3f with

[i{f0 = 0) = 0 and thus by (1.7)

{fo > 0} £ e{37) c 1J{37) = ®{3f).    D

If D{3i) is nonempty, 0 and X may be the only ^-determined sets, as is

the case in (1.3), where dim3¡Z = 1 . There are, however, other sets in T){3?)

as soon as dim3f > 1. Indeed, by (1.10) choose a function fo £ 3f with

p{fo = 0) = 0 and another function fx £3lf such that f0 and fx are linearly

independent. Then e = fx/fo is not constant modulo p, hence p{e < t) > 0,

p{e = t) = 0, p{e > t) > 0 for some constant t. If fo does not change its sign

modulo p , the function / = tfo - fx £ 3ÍZ yields the nontrivial sets {/ > 0}

and {/ < 0} in J3{W) = Dpf), while otherwise {f0 > 0} and {/0 < 0} will
do.

On the other hand, it may happen that all sets other than 0 and X are

^-determined:

(1.12) Example. Assume 0 < p{X) < oo and consider the closed subspace

3r = (fe^(p):j fdp = oy

Then obviously 0 ~ X, while each set A with 0 < p{A) < p{X)  is even

^-separated, as can be seen by choosing the function

f = p{X\A)lA-p{A)lXXA£3fZ.
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In addition, this example shows that the class 5)(3T) as well as &{3f) need

not be stable with respect to monotone sequences.

To derive a first criterion for ^-determined sets, the following fact will be

needed:

(1.13)   Lemma. The condition supp^ = X is satisfied if and only if

(*) lcg ~ 0 for all C £ 21   implies   g = 0.
x P

Proof. 1. Assume first supp^ = X and let g £ ^fooiß) meet the requirement
p

in (*), i.e.

' fgdp = 0   for all f £3t and Ce 21.Lic
Then fg vanishes modulo p, hence

{* = 0} D {/¿ 0}   forall/eJf,
p

which implies

{# = 0} DsuppJf = X.
p p

2. Conversely, consider the function g = 1a-\suppJT » which obviously meets
the requirement in (*) ; therefore g = 0 or equivalently supp^ = X.   u

p p

Now denote by &¡3? the quotient space of S with respect to ~ , which is
x

again convex. Then Satz 3.4 of [7], treating the marginal case, has the following

analogue:

(1.14)   Theorem. Let 3? satisfy supp^ = X.  Then a set A £ 21 belongs to

5){3f) if and only if lA is an extreme point of S/3Í.

Proof. 1. Assume first A £ 1){3?) and consider an equivalence

I a ~ #igi + û2g2   with û,> 0, o, + ß2 = 1 and g,■ £ S.
3?

Together this implies g¡ = lA , hence g, ~ lA as well.
p 3T

2. Conversely, let lA be an extreme point of S/3¡Z and consider an equiv-

alence l^~g€^.Ifße2lis any subset of X\A , this yields
x

lA ~ lilA + lBg) + {rlx\Bg-

The right-hand side is a convex combination in S /Z%, hence

1,1 ~ l/i + Ug   for all B £ 21 with B c X\A
x

or, B replaced by Cn {X\A), equivalently

lc(Uv4£)~°   for all Ce 21.
Jl

Since the condition supp^ = X is satisfied, (1.13) applies with the result
p

\x\Ag = 0 • But it follows as in the proof of (1.5) that lX\A is an extreme point
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of & ¡S? as well. Since lX\A ~ 1 -g e S, this implies similarly lA{l-g) = 0.
x p

When combined, the last two equations yield g = lA, proving AeQÇJT).   O
p

The case p ^ 0 and 3ÍZ = {0} shows at once that the condition supp^ = X
p

is essential for the sufficiency in this criterion. Moreover, this condition being

satisfied, there are no further functions g £ S yielding an extreme point of

S ¡3¡f. Indeed, consider the set

A = {e < g < 1 - e}   with e > 0 arbitrary.

For any B e 21 satisfying B c A this yields

g~ jig-elB) + ^ig + ElB)   with£±elBeS?,
Jl

hence by the hypothesis

g - elß ~ g + elB   for all B e 21 with B c A
x

or equivalently

1C1^~0   for all Ce 21.
x

By (1.13) this implies 1^ = 0, which for e -> 0 proves p{0 < g < 1) = 0.

2. Main results

The following characterization of ^-determined sets is of central importance

and will allow an explicit criterion:

(2.1)   Theorem. Let h e £?x{p) be strictly positive. Then a set A e 21 belongs

to S(^) if and only if

inf ( f{h-f)+dp+ f    {h + f)+dp)=0.
/&* \JA Jx\A J

Proof. 1.   For fixed A £ 21, due to the duality 2f*{p) = -2£o(/¿), there is a
bijection between the functions g £ -2£o(/¿) such that

(1) *~1 A

(2) 0 < g < 1
p     p

and the continuous linear functionals / on SCx{p) such that

(1') /(/)= //<///   for feâT,
Ja

(2') 0<I{f)< f f dp   for 0<f£¿fx{p),
Jx

where the continuity of / is actually a consequence of condition  (2').   By

means of the functional

J{f) = f f+dp   for f£j?x{p),
Jx
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which is obviously positively homogeneous and subadditive, condition (2') can

be replaced by
1(f) <J(f)   for all f £ 5?x{p).

Indeed, this inequality implies (2') due to

/(/ )</(/) = 0   whenever / < 0,

while the converse is trivial.
2. Therefore, A is ^-determined if and only if the linear functional

h{f) = f fdp   for f£&x{p)
Ja

is the unique /-dominated extension of its restriction to X . But this means

that each such extension / satisfies

IiilA-lx\A)h) = IAih).

Indeed, due to the strict positivity of h , this equation implies g = lA for the
p

function g £ S associated with /.

3. Now start the proof of the Hahn-Banach theorem by adjoining to X in

the first step the function

fo = ilA-\x\A)h£^x{p).

Then it turns out that the admissible values for I(f0) reduce to IA{h) if and

only if

supiIA(f)-J(f-f0)) = IA(h)=mfiJ(f + fo)-IAif)).
f€X f£*

By inserting J and IA explicitly the first equation is easily transformed into

the asserted condition, while the second one becomes

inf ( f(h + f)-dp+ f    (h-f)-dp]=0
fz* \Ja Jx\a J

and is seen to be no condition at all by choosing / = 0 .    D

It is a natural question to ask whether the infimum in (2.1) is attained. In

general this is not the case, because otherwise there would exist a function

/ e 3tZ such that

A = {f>h}   and   X\A = {f<-h},

a requirement even stronger than A e &(X).

An immediate consequence of (2.1) is the following:

(2.2)   Corollary. For each set A £ T)(X) there exists a subspace 3¿ó of X,

generated by a countable basis, such that A is already Xo-determined.

Proof. Simply choose as basis a sequence of functions fn £ 3? for which the

crucial sum in (2.1) converges to its infimum 0.   D

This result should be compared with the fact that a set A £ &{X) is obvi-

ously ^-determined even for an appropriate subspace Xo of dimension 1.
By means of the criterion (2.1) it is possible to decide by which "hull" X*

the subspace X has to be replaced in (1.6) in order to yield all ^-determined
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sets. Here, the crucial point consists in a generalization of the usual notion of

weak convergence in 2\ {p) to limits not contained in this space.

To include all monotone sequences, infinite values are allowed in the follow-

ing extension:

(2.3) Definition. Let f„ , n £ N, be a sequence in 3\{p) and /* e ¿¿o(p) be

arbitrary. Then fn~* f*, i.e. f„ converges "weakly" to f*, if

/ fngdp^ / f*gdp
Jx Jx

for all g £ -2£o(/í) such that the right-hand side is well defined, i.e. at least one

of the integrals Jxif*g)~dp and Jx(f*g)+dp is finite.

For a first justification of this definition it will be shown that

fu < fin and fn — f*   implies   f{ < fí.
p p

Indeed, the inequality is obvious on the set {/)* < 0 < f2*} and follows on the

sets {f* <0,f2*<0} and {/j* > 0, f2* > 0} by choosing indicator functions

for g and passing to the limit, taking into account that p is cr-finite. Finally,

A = {/* > 0 > f2} has measure zero, due to

0< f fxdp= lim [ fXndp< lim  f f2ndp= f f2*dp<0.
Ja n^°°JA n^°°JA JA

This proves the assertion, which in particular implies that in case of convergence

the limit is unique. Moreover, this extended weak convergence is obviously

compatible with scalar multiplication.
The scope of (2.3) is seen by the easily established fact that each function

/* e 2oiß) is a weak limit of functions /„ e Sfx{p) or by the example nf ~»
/*   with  f*{x) = —oo, 0, +oo  as f(x) < 0,   =0,   > 0  for each function

fe^x(p).
It is clear that the convergence condition in (2.3) can be reduced to

/ fing dp -» / f*gdp
Jx Jx

for all g £ S such that the support of g is contained in {/* < 0} or {/* > 0} .

It is an open problem, however, even in the case of a countable space X,

whether g can be restricted further to indicator functions, as is true for the

usual notion of weak convergence.

The hull of X with respect to this extended weak convergence will be de-

noted by a special symbol:

(2.4) Definition. X* is the class of all functions f* £ -26(//) such that /„ ~»

f* for some sequence fn £ X , n £ N .

Clearly, X* is again stable under scalar multiplication. Moreover, passing

from X to X makes no difference, because for functions fn,fn £ S'xin)

certainly

fn-f* and \\fn-f'n\\^Q   implies   f'n-~ P .

After these preliminaries the main characterization of the class D(X) can

be established:
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(2.5)   Theorem. A set A£% belongs to 1){X) if and only if

A = {f*> 0}   and   X\A = {/* < 0}

for some function f* e X*.

Proof. 1. Assume first A e D(X) and apply (2.1) to obtain a sequence /„ £

X, n £ N, such that

YJ(fih-fn)+dp+ f    {h + fn)+dp)<TC

for a fixed strictly positive function h £Zzfx{p). Interchanging summation and

integration yields

^2(h - fn)+< oc on A   and    Y^fh + fn)+ < oo on X\A,
n€N «€N

and this implies easily

(1) ^2fn — +°°onA   and    y f„ = -oo on X\A,
«ÇN n€N

always understood modulo p. Moreover, the estimates f~ < (h - fn)+ and

fn+<ih + fn)+ lead to

< CO.(2) f('£fn)dp<œ   and     /     (£/„+ ) dp
Ja Vn€N        / JX\A V„6N       /

When combined, (1) and (2) yield without difficulty

x^fx + ---+fn^r = Y,fm
neN

hence f* is contained in X* and has the required property.

2. To prove the converse, let A be represented by means of /* with X 3

fn ~* f* and assume lA ~ g e S. Then
x

/   fnlAdp=   /   fngdp,
Jx Jx

and this is equivalent to

/ fniU-g)+dp=   f fn(g-lA)+dp,
Jx Jx

where the supports of (1^ - g)+ and (g - lA)+ are contained in {/* > 0} and

{/* < 0} , respectively. Therefore the passage n —► oo is possible and results in

f r{\A-g)+dp= f f*{g-iA)+dp.
Jx Jx

But the two integrals are of opposite sign, hence

f niA-g)+dp = o= f r(g-iA)+dp,
Jx Jx

which means

g > I a on {/• > 0}   and   g<lAon {/* < 0},
p p

combining to g = lA , as had to be shown.   D
p
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It is established in part 1 of the proof that the function /* e X* representing

A actually can be restricted to the values ±00 . As will be seen in (3.3), it does

not suffice to consider only finite-valued functions /*. This example, moreover,

will show that the hull X* cannot simply be replaced by the set of all limits of

monotone sequences in X. Finally, it should be mentioned that A e5j{X) is

already a consequence of representations

A = {f{>0}   and   X\A = {fí<0}

with arbitrary functions f* e X. Indeed, in this case /* = /j* + f2 is well

defined and X 3 f„ ~* f* implies X 3 fx„ +f2n *** f*, hence /* is contained
in X* and in addition has the required property.

To conclude this section with a simple application, consider the question

under what condition X itself is ^-determined. According to (2.5) and the

subsequent remark this holds if and only if there exists a sequence fn £ X,

n £ N, with the property

lim  / fn dp = 00   whenever p(A) > 0.
n-ooJA

3. Generalized separated sets

The passage from X in (1.6) to X* in (2.5) is somewhat involved. It

is, therefore, important to find classes lying between &(X) and T)(X). As

outlined in the introduction this suggests a natural generalization of the concept

of .^-separated sets.

To this end lexicographic order will be needed:

(3.1) Definition. For any ordinal y > 0 the linear space W = nQ</^ is

totally ordered by the relation

f {ua , a < y) < (va, a < y)   if and only if
(*) \

{ B = {a : ua ^ va} = 0 or Uß < Vß for ß = min B.

This order is compatible with the linear structure, in particular

u y v   if and only if   u - v y 0,

where the symbols x resp. -< and y have the usual meaning.

To ensure measurability, actually a restriction to countable ordinals is neces-

sary in the sequel. Beginning with &(X), this yields the following hierarchy:

(3.2) Definition. If y > 0 is a countable ordinal, the class &y{X) consists of

all sets A e 21 that are "^-separated of order y", i.e.

A = {{fa,a<y)y0}   and   X\A = {(fa, a <y) -< 0}
p p

for suitable functions /„el, a < y .

As (1.6) this notion is symmetric in A and its complement. Extending

fa, a < y, by copies of / = 0 shows that the class &y{X) increases when 7

increases. Actually, the map 7 i-> &y{X) may strictly increase at each ordinal.

Thus, in particular, 7 < coo (the first infinite ordinal) is really a restriction, i.e.

(3.2) cannot be confined to ordinary sequences fn £X, n e N . To exemplify

this, a more elaborate construction is required:
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(3.3) Example. Let 7 > 0 be a countable ordinal and Ici consist of all

x = (xa, a < 7) such that xa £ Z for every a and in addition xa ^ 0 for

at least one and at most finitely many indices. Moreover, let p be a strictly

positive measure on the countable space X and choose for X the closed linear

space generated by the projections na : x >-> xa , a < y, which are contained in

-21 Gu) as soon as p integrates the finite-valued function / = ¿\^a<y \na\. Then

it turns out that

A = {{na ,a<y)yO}£ &y(X)\ (J &ß{X).
ß<y

Indeed, A £ &y{X) follows from 0 ^ X, and it remains to show that a

representation

A = {{fa,a<ß)yO}   and   X\A = {(fa,a< ß) < 0}

with fa £ X and ß < y leads to a contradiction. To this end observe first

that norm convergence in 2\(p) implies pointwise convergence on X and thus

each function f £X is of the form

f = ]C ta7la     W*tn *a G R,

where the sum in fact is finite, if / is evaluated at any x e X. Now from

A £ o(fa , a < ß)   and   A £ o(na, a < ß)

it follows that there is a first c*o < Y such that fao is not measurable with

respect to o(na , a < qo) . This implies in turn the existence of a first ßo > 0.0

such that

fa0 =  2^i taUa + hnnh +    Z^    ta7l<*

a<a0 ßo<a<y

with tßQ ̂  0. Consider, finally, for arbitrary n e Z the point x e X with

xao = -1, Xß0 = n, and xQ = 0 otherwise. Then x -< 0, hence x $ A and

thus (fa(x), a < ß) -< 0. But this implies

ta0-(-l) + tßo-n<0   for all «eZ

in contradiction to tß0 ̂  0.

Next, the statement of (1.7) can be extended:

(3.4) Theorem.  &7{X) C 1){X) for each countable ordinal 7 > 0.

Proof. 1. Assume without loss of generality X to be closed and let A e 6j,(l)

be represented by fa £ X, a < y, where a = 2DQ<J, 11^ II < °° rnay be achieved

by taking suitable multiples. Choose real numbers ra > 0 with Yla<y r<* < °°

and consider the functions

fn = S "*"•£     WÍth S" = S ^ '

which, due to the normalization of fa, a < y, belong to X. The assertion

will be established by proving f'n~* f*, where

f = +00 on A   and   f* = -00 on X\^,

and applying (2.5).
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2. Let for instance g £& satisfy

{£ > 0} c {/* > 0}   and   p{g >0)>0.

Then it must be shown that

i fngdp= \ f'ngdp ->+oo   for «->oo.
Jx JA

To this end partition A = {{fa, a < y) !► 0} into the sets

^ = {/a = 0fora<^,//I>0}ea>        ß<y,

and define
ßo = min{^ : p{Aß n{g> 0}) > 0}.

With the abbreviations r = rß0 and 5 = Sß0 this yields the inequality

f f'ng dp =   £   /   f'ngdp
Jx ß>ß0 jAß

=    S   E "S"   /      fag d/i
ß>ß0a>ß JAß

>ns f   fagdp-Y.n** f \fa\dp
jAßo «>ß0       Jx

where

b= f   fßogdp>0.
jAß»

Thus the lower bound tends to +oo , and the proof is completed.    D

At this point two questions left open in the context of (2.5) can be settled.

Taking 7 = 2 in (3.3) yields

X = {t0no + txnx : t¡ £ R},

and this set is closed with respect to pointwise limits in R as well as with respect

to monotone limits in R. Since

ex{X)$e2(X)c®{X),

this shows that restricting the definition of X* to finite-valued limits or limits

of monotone sequences in general is not possible.

Most interesting in the context of (3.4) is the question whether D{X) is

simply the union of the classes &y{X), y < cox (the first uncountable ordinal).

This fails to hold even for countable spaces X :

(3.5)   Example. Endow X = Z with the measure p defined by pi{n}) = 2"
and consider the linear subspace

X = {f£S?x(p): f(-n) = f(n) - /(« - 1) for n e N},

which is clearly closed. Then

0e2(i)\ (J ey{X).
y«a,
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Indeed, 0 ~ g £ & implies ¡xf„gdp = 0 for
Jl

fn = l{-n,+n) ~ l{-n-l} € ■%,

which means explicitly

2~"g(-n) + 2"g(n) - 2~"~xg{-n - 1) = 0   for n £ N.

But, due to g > 0, this leads to g(-n - 1) > 2g(-n) and, due to g < 1,
to g{-n) = 0 for n e N. Considering any function f £ X that is strictly
positive for n > 0, it turns out that g must in fact vanish everywhere, and thus

0 is indeed ^-determined. The assumption that 0 (or X) is ^-separated

of some order y, however, implies the existence of functions f2 £ X, a < y,

such that

(¿?(x), a < y) y 0   for all x e X.

But the only nonnegative function in X is / = 0, because

f{n) = f{n-l) + f{-n)>f(n-l)   forzzeN,

in view of the integrability, implies f(n) = 0 for n > 0, hence also f{n) =

0 for n < 0. By recursion this yields f¡¡¡ = 0 for all a < y and thus a

contradiction.

Incidentally, it should be mentioned that this example can be shown to con-

tradict Theorem VI.2.2 in [11], stating that through every extreme point of the

closed convex hull of the range of a vector measure passes a supporting hyper-
plane.

As already mentioned in the introduction the approach in (1.6) and (3.2) is

closely related to asymmetric notions in the existing literature, using the term
"additive" for historical reasons. Essentially, Kemperman in [8] studies the

finite case and in [9] mentions the infinite case of the following notion:

(3.6) Definition. If y > 0 is a countable ordinal, a set A e 21 is called "X-
supported of order 7", if

A = {{fi,, a < 7) >- 0}    with fa£X,  a<y.

The relation to (3.2) is easily established:

(3.7) Proposition. Let 7 > 0 be a countable ordinal. Then

(a) a set A is X-separated of order y if and only if A and X\A are both
X-supported of order 7;

(b) if a set A is X-supported of order y and X contains a strictly positive

function fo, then A is X-separated of order y+l.

Proof, (a) Since the condition clearly is necessary, assume

A = {(fa,a<y)y0}   and   X\A = {(£', a < 7) y 0}

for suitable f'a, fa £X. Then it is immediate that

fa = f'a-f':^X   fora<y

yields a representation in the sense of (3.2).
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(b) If A = {{fa, a < y) y 0} with fa £ X and fy = -f0, then /„,

a < y + 1, yields again a representation in the sense of (3.2).   D

The case X = {0} shows at once that the additional assumption in part (b)

of this proposition cannot be dispensed with.
The final result of this section concerns the special case of a finite-dimensional

space X . An application of ( 1.14) allows a simple proof of the following result,

which corresponds to Theorem 4.16 in [8]:

(3.8)   Proposition. If 0 < k = diml < oo, then

®{X) = ek(X).

Proof 1. If f , 0 < i < k , is a basis of X, the range

R=\J^jjigdp, 0<i<fc):;6fJ

is a compact convex set in Rk by Alaoglu's theorem, and

cp : %/X Bg^fj fgdp, 0<i<k\eR

is a bijection that respects convex combinations. But, due to (1.11) and (3.4),

suppX = X may be assumed, and thus ( 1.14) is available. It suffices, therefore,
p

to characterize the extreme points of R.
2. Each of these points is obtained by first applying an orthogonal transfor-

mation L to Rk and then taking the lexicographic maximum of L[R] (see e.g.

[6, p. 44]). But L can be cancelled out, replacing the elements of the basis by

L{fi), and it remains to find the set A e 21 maximizing (JAfdp, 0 < i < k)
in lexicographic order. Since this order relation is compatible with the linear

structure, hence with integration, A and X\A have to satisfy

Ad {{fi, 0<i<k)y 0}   and   X\A D {{f, 0 < i < Jfc) -< 0} .
p p

Since {(f, 0 < i < k) = 0} is a null set, due to suppX = X, this means
p

A e &kiX), and the proof is completed.   D

As is clear from (3.3), the equation Ti{X) = &y(X) in general need not

hold for some y < k . An exception, however, is the case

{/ = 0} = 0 or X   for all / e X,

where obviously &k(X) = &(X).

4. Almost determined sets

As shown in the preceding section the class D(X) is not necessarily ex-
hausted by the classes &y{X). This raises the question whether ^-determined

sets can at least be approximated by ^-separated sets. To treat this problem,

the cr-algebra 21 or, more generally, the space -2o(//) has to be topologized first.

The adequate topology is induced by convergence in measure, denoted by -» in

the sequel, which is defined via convergence modulo p , denoted simply by —>,
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as usual: a sequence in =26(/z) converges in measure, if each subsequence con-

tains a subsubsequence converging modulo p. Since this measure is cr-finite,

the topology is also induced by the metric

d{ex ,e2)= / \ex-e2\/\h dp   for e¡ e -26 (/i),
Jx

where h is any strictly positive function in .21 {p). In a natural way 21 is

topologized as a—closed—subspace of -26(//).

Before investigating the approximation problem stated above, the topological

structure of 5){X) has to be clarified. The first result is very satisfactory:

(4.1) Proposition. If dimX < oo, then D{X) is closed in 21.

Proof. 1. Multiply the basic measure space (X,QL,p) by a nonatomic measure

space {X', 2t', p') with 0 < p'{X') < oo, to obtain a cr-finite product space

{X, 21, p.) that is again nonatomic. Next, denote by n the projection from X

to X and transform X c -21 {p) into X = {fon : f £ X} c -21(/i), which is
again a finite-dimensional space. Then it is an immediate consequence of ( 1.4)

that __
A£ D{X)   if and only if   Ä= A x X' with A e Q{X).

p
Combined with

An^AinK   if and only if   A„ x X' - A x X' in 2Í,

this shows that it suffices to consider the nonatomic case.

2. Assume now without loss of generality k = diml > 0 and use the same

notation as in the proof of (3.8). Then the mapping

y/:&3g^(j figdp, 0<i<k)£R

is easily seen to be continuous and according to [19] (where a gap in [1] is

closed) to be open as well. The proof can therefore be completed by referring

to the following simple topological fact: if y/ : U —> V is continuous and open,

the set
Uo = {u £ U : y/{u') = y/{u) implies u' = u}

is closed in U, whenever this is a Hausdorff space. Thus the corresponding

subset % is closed in & . Restricted to indicator functions, this proves 5){X)

to be closed in 21.   D

As is seen already from (1.12), the condition diml < oo is essential for

this result. More interesting, however, is the following situation:

(4.2) Example. Let X be the product of the spaces Xx■ = Z, 1 < j < 3, and
denote by n¡ the associated projections. In X consider the points

x1* = {ak, -ak_x, -flfc_i), ... ,x3/c = {-ak_x, -ak_x,ak),

where ak = 2k - 1 for k > 0, and define a normed measure v by

v{{xik}) = \2~k   for 1 < /<3andfceN.

Then the marginals p¡ = n¡{p) are given by

Vi{{±ak}) = \2~k    for 1 < z'< 3and/c>0,
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i.e. the measures v¡ are symmetric with respect to the origin, although v itself

is supported by the hyperplane J2x<¡<3n¡ = 1 (this is a slight simplification

of a counterexample in [20, p. 155]; related examples can be found in [2] and

[18]). Now let p be the symmetrization of v , having marginals p¡ = v¿ and

being supported by the hyperplanes 2^i<¡<3 n,- = ±1, and consider

1= j    £   foKi-.f^^pÀ.

Then T){X) fails to be closed, because

AH = I  £ (tt, A az) > 0 > e D{X)   for n £ N,

¿= j £ */>oUsW,

although An\ A. Indeed, the first assertion follows from (2.5), because

fn  =   £  (*' A ") - 2
l<i<3

as the limit of a decreasing sequence in X satisfies f* £X* and

An = {fn*>0}    and    X\An = {fn*<0},

while the second assertion is a consequence of A ~ X\A .
x

Moreover, this example answers in the negative the question whether a rep-

resentation as in (2.5) is sufficient for A e 5j(X) , if /* is chosen from the

monotone class generated by X rather than from X*.

Incidentally, it is of some interest that the subspace X fails to be closed

(compare a related counterexample in [14]). Indeed, choose real numbers bk

with bk I 0 and Y,k>o h = °° and define functions en and e on Z by

en{±ak) = {-2)kbk   for 0 < k < n (0 otherwise),

e{±ak) = {-2)kbk   for k > 0 (0 otherwise),

satisfying en £^fx{px) and e <£ Z2fx{p¡). Then

fn=   £   e„o7li£X,

1<!<3

and a simple computation yields

||/.-/|| = 2fc,-»0   with/=  £ e.i;.
1<1<3

Now assume f £X and symmetrize with respect to z to obtain

/=  £ e'om   withe' £3\{pl).

I</<3
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But e' can be symmetrized with respect to the origin as well, and then e" = e'-e

is a solution of the homogeneous equation

£ e"°7ii = 0   \ñthe"(-Xi)=e"(+Xi),

1<;<3

which is easily solved, resulting in

e"{±ak) = (-2)V(0)   for k > 0.

This yields
e'{±ak) = {-2)k{bk + e"{0))   for/c>0,

contradicting the assumption e' e -21 {p¡) for every choice of e"{0).

After this digression the topological structure of D{X) has to be studied

without dimension restrictions. In view of (1.14) the following general result is

not surprising:

(4.3) Proposition. T){X) is of type Gs in 21.

Proof. Given h as in (2.1), the function

cpf{A)= f{h-f)+dp+ f    {h + f)+dp
Ja Jx\a

is continuous on 21 for every f £ZZfx{p), hence cp{A) = infyej^ cpf{A) is upper

semicontinuous on 21. Thus

{A£^:(p{A) = fj}={]{A:<p{A)<x-}

is of type Gs , and the assertion follows from (2.1).   D

Since D{X) need not be closed, the following notion is natural:

(4.4) Definition. A set A e 2t is called "almost 1-determined", if it belongs

to the closure Spf) of T>{X).

Clearly, the statement of (1.5) carries over, and 1j{X) is again stable with

respect to complementation.
A characterization of almost 1-determined sets requires a perturbation:

(4.5) Lemma. Let A e 21 and fn£X satisfy

{fn>0}^A   and   {fn<0}^X\A.

If X is closed, there exist fn£X such that again

{fn>0}-¿A   and   {fi<0}7X\A

and in addition

Pifn = 0) = 0   forn£N.
Proof. The assumption implies

{fn = 0} = {/„ < 0}n {/„ > 0} - {X\A)nA = 0,

hence suppl = X, and (1.10) provides fo£X such that {fi ¿ 0} = X. For
p p

fixed n , therefore, the sets {/„ + e/o = 0}, £ e R, are pairwise disjoint modulo

p. Now this measure is cr-finite, hence there is a sequence e™ —» 0 such that

p{fn + e™fo = 0) = 0   forweN.
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Since the topology is metrizable, due to the convergence

[fn + eZfo > 0} n {/„ # 0} -¿ {fi > 0}

with its analogue for {/„ < 0} , there are coefficients e„ such that

{fn>0}n{fttltO}^A   and    {f„ < 0} n {/„ ¿ 0} -¿ X\A

holds for fñ = fn + £nfo € X and these functions satisfy in addition

H{fn = 0) = 0   for n £ N.

The assertion follows by another application of {/„ = 0} —► 0 .   D

Now a first criterion for almost ^-determined sets can be derived:

(4.6)   Theorem. Let e e -26(/¿)  be arbitrary.   Then a set A e 21 belongs to

T){X) if and only if there exist functions fn £X such that

{fn>e}^A   and   {fn<-e}-+X\A.

Proof. 1.   Assume first A £ 2¡{X)  and fix a strictly positive function h £

^x{p). Then, by definition, there are sets A„ £ 5){X) such that

/ \lAn - lA\Ahdp^0
Jx

and, according to (2.1), functions fn£X such that

f{h-fn)+dp+f       {h+fn)+dp^0.
Ja„ Jx\a„

Due to the inequality

/  |1{/„>0}-U|A/z¿//<   /   {h-fn)+dp+   f        {h + fn)+dp
Jx Ja„ Jx\a„

and its analogue for {/„ < 0} this combines to

{/„>0}-^   and   {fn<0}^X\A

and settles the case e = 0. Otherwise, for fixed n and m —> oo obviously

{^h^0* and {^<-S}ir^<0>-
Since the topology is metrizable, this yields

{fn>\e\}-¿A   and   {fH < -\e\} -+ X\A

for suitable multiples f'n = m„f„ e X. But in view of

{f'n>\e\}c{f'n>e}c{f'n>-\e\},

with the lower and the upper bound both tending to A , this implies

{fn>e}-+A   and   {f'n < -e} -* X\A (similarly).

2. Conversely, let be given functions /„ e X with this property. Then the

inequalities

{fn > e} n {/„ > -e) c {fi > 0} c {/„ > e} u {/„ > -e)
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yield as above

{fn > 0} - A   and   {/„ < 0} - X\A (similarly),

i.e. it suffices to settle the case e = 0. But in addition X may be assumed

to be closed, hence the functions f„ can be modified according to (4.5), which

yields

A„ = {fn>0}-+A   and   An £ &{X).

A reference to (1.7) completes the proof.   D

This theorem allows an explicit characterization of the class T){X), which

uses the following notation:

(4.7) Definition. X** is the class of all functions /** e -26(,u) such that

fn -» /** for some sequence fn £ X, n e N.

Here, the convergence modulo p clearly can be replaced by convergence in

measure. As in the case of X* the class X** is stable under scalar multi-

plication. Moreover, passing from X to X makes no difference, since for

functions /„ , f'n e =21 {p) certainly

/„ - r and £ \\fn - f'n\\ < oo   implies   f'n - f** •

Now the statement of (2.5) has the following counterpart:

(4.8) Theorem. A set A e 21 belongs to X){X) if and only if

A = {f* > 0}   and   X\A = {/** < 0}

for some function f** e X**.

Proof. 1. If A £ ^{X), according to (4.6) there are fn£X such that

{fn>\}-*A   and   {fn<-l}^X\A.

By taking an appropriate subsequence this convergence can be interpreted as

modulo p as well, hence X 3 fx -\-r- /„-►/**, where

/** = +00 on A   and   f* = -oo on X\A.

2. If, conversely, A can be represented by means of /** and X 3 fn —> f**,

then

{/« > 0} - {/** > 0} = .4   and   {/„ < 0} -{/**< 0} = X\A,

and the assertion is an immediate consequence of (4.6).   D

All comments concerning (2.5) carry over to (4.8): (1) f** e X** actually

can be restricted to the values ±oo, (2) it does not suffice to consider only finite-

valued functions /**, (3) X** cannot be replaced by the limits of monotone

sequences in X. Again, (1) is contained in part 1 of the proof, while (2) and (3)

follow from (3.3) for y = 2. Moreover, A £ *¡D{X) is already a consequence

of representations

A = {fr>0}   and   X\A = {f2**<0}
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with arbitrary f** e X** as follows in analogy to the corresponding statement

concerning (2.5).

In addition, it should be mentioned that, in contrast to 5){X) c T)(X), the
inclusion X* c X**, though valid for countable spaces X, may fail in more

general situations.

To conclude this section, the approximation problem will be settled:

(4.9) Theorem. If X is closed, then &{X) is dense in T){X).

Proof. For an arbitrary set A e X){X) according to (4.6) there exist functions

f„ £X such that

{fn>0}-+A   and   {fn<0}^X\A.

Since X is closed, (4.5) applies and yields &{X) 3 {f„ > 0} -> A .   □

As is clear from (1.8), the condition X = X cannot be dispensed with.

Moreover, as a consequence of this theorem and the various counterexamples

it follows that in the chain

&{X) c • ■ • c ey{X) c • • • c spr) c s(jr)

only the last member is necessarily closed.

All classes in this chain coincide in a simple special case:

(4.10) Corollary. // X is finite, then G{X) = ®{X).

Proof. X is finite dimensional, hence closed, and thus (4.9) is applicable.

Therefore each set A e 1){X) is the limit of a sequence in @{X), which

is eventually constant, because X is finite.   D

5. Weak uniqueness

In some applications it is more adequate to work with the following weaker

notion of uniqueness:

(5.1) Definition. A set A e 21 is called "weakly Jf-determined", if

(*) A ~ B £ 21   implies   B = A.
x P

This condition is clearly satisfied for A e D{X), but the converse fails:

(5.2) Example. Let AT be a nonempty subset of N,

/*({«})>   £   ßi{m})   for «e AT,
n<meX

and X consist of all constant functions. Then each subset of X turns out to

be weakly ^-determined, while it was observed in (1.3) that ®{X) contains

only 0 and X.

Since convexity is lost by the passage from *§ to 21, the notion in (5.1 ) is less

convenient to work with. There is, however, one important exception, present

under a condition first considered in [ 10] and in a way complementary to ( 1.13 ) :
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(5.3) Definition. X is called "thin", if the equivalence  leg ~ 0 for each
x

C £ 21 with p{C) > 0 has a nontrivial solution g e -^(/z), i.e. a solution

satisfying p{{g / 0} n C) > 0.

To see this condition to be natural, observe that for a set C not meeting

the requirement functions g vanishing outside of C can be identified by the

integrals Jxfgdp, f e X. Clearly, for being thin the passage from X to

X makes no difference.   Moreover, provided supp^ = AT, the underlying
p

measure p has to be nonatomic. In this case the well-known convexity theorem

of Liapunov [13] implies that each finite-dimensional subspace X of 2Cx{p)

is thin (see e.g. [6, p. 106]).
The crucial property of thin subspaces X in this context consists in the

following fact (see [10] for finite p and [21] for cr-finite p) :

{for each g e S there exists A e 21 such that

Ac{g>0}   and   lA~g.
Jz

This implies in particular that only indicator functions have a chance to be

determined by the integrals Jx fgdp, f £ X.
The main consequence of (*) is the coincidence of weak and strong unique-

ness:

(5.4) Theorem. If X is thin, then each weakly X-determined set A is con-

tained in D{X).

Proof. Consider an equivalence lA ~ g £ & and choose an arbitrary subset
JX

B £ 21 of X\A . Then by property (*) there exist sets B', B" e 21 satisfying

B'cB   and    lB' ~ Ißg,        B" c X\B   and    lB" ~ lx\Bg-
jY Jl

Therefore, B' and B" being disjoint,

lA ~ lBg + lx\Bg ~ Iß' + 1#" = Ib'uB"
X X

and thus, A being weakly ^-determined, A = B' U B". But this implies in
p

particular B' = 0 , hence
u

or equivalently

lBg~U'=0   for all B e 21 with B c X\A
x        P

Wx\Ag)~0   for all Ce 21.
Jl

Since A  is weakly ^-determined, the condition snooX = X  is certainly
p

satisfied, and (1.13) applies with the result lX\Ag = 0. Now it follows as in

(1.5) that X\A is weakly ^-determined as well. Since 1^ ~ 1 - g, therefore

similarly 1^(1 - g) = 0. When combined, the last two equations yield g = lA ,
p p

proving A e T>{X).   a

6. Classical case

The most important application of (5.4) concerns the geometric situation as

outlined in the introduction in the context of computer tomography. To ensure
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the existence of nontrivial integrable functions of type // o n¡ , in this section

the basic space will be assumed to be bounded, hence without loss of generality

X =      [ X,   with AT, =]0, 1[ and n > 1.

i<<<«

Endow A with its Borel cr-algebra 21 and the normed measure

p=  (^ Pi   with pi = X,
\<i<n

where X denotes Lebesgue measure. In -21 {p) consider the linear space

X £ fioni:fi£3'x{pi)\.
\<i<n

In view of (4.9) the following simple result, contrasting with the discrete

situation in (4.2), is of interest:

(6.1)    Proposition. X is a closed subspace of 2fx{p).

Proof. Defining X-. = Ylj^¡Xj and p-¡ = ®,_¿,/¿,  introduce linear maps tp¡

from -21(//) into -21 (//,-) by

(piif)-Xi^ I fXldp-,
Jx-

where by Fubini's theorem

||K(/)o*i||<||/||   for 1 <i<n.

Let now fk = ¿Zi<i<nf? ° n> with ft e -2Kj"z) satisfy

11/^-/11^0   for some / e 2[(p).

Then, in particular,

£ / fkdp^ f fdp,
!<'<«' X

hence, adding appropriate constants, without loss of generality

/ fkdpl = 0   and     f fdp = 0.
Jxt Jx

This implies

f=  £ (P,ifk)°n,,
\<i<n

hence / may be replaced by

/'=  £  <Pi{f)°n,£X,
\<i<n

because, according to the first part of the proof,

IL/*-/l = £ <Piifk-f)°n,
\<i<n

<   £  IL/*-/ll-0   for/c^oo.    D
!</<«
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The subspace X is not only closed but also thin, as follows from more

general results obtained independently in [7] and [17]. It makes no difference,

therefore, to study (strongly) ^-determined sets or weakly ^-determined sets.

In this context it should be mentioned that X remains thin, if the canon-

ical projections ft, are replaced by any finite number of linear maps cp¡ as

considered in the introduction (for a formal proof see [16]). This allows to

settle two questions touched there by an application of the crucial property (*)

stated after (5.3). First, without any restriction by some upper bound, for every

nontrivial nonnegative function g e Sfaoip) there exists a nonnegative function

g' £ ^fooiß) such that g' ~ g without g' = g. Indeed, this is immediate unless
x P

g is itself an indicator function Iß ; in this case, however, it suffices to choose

A £ 21 with lA ~ A Iß and to consider g' = 2- lA . Moreover, as pointed out
x z

already in §5, if the upper bound 1 is present, only indicator functions can be

uniquely determined by their equivalence class.

After this digression the study of the classical case will be continued. Here

the result is very satisfactory in dimension 2: employing profound results by

Lorentz [15], in the present notation, Kuba and Volcic [12] and Fishburn et al.

[3] proved the equation 6{X) = T>{X). More generally the following result

holds:

(6.2)   Proposition. In the case n = 2 the class &{X) is closed, i.e.

&{X) = Spf).

Proof. 1. It remains only to prove that 5){X) is closed. To this end the

uniqueness criterion in [15] will be needed explicitly. Taking up the notation

in the proof of (6.1), assign a pair of "cross functions"

<pf = tPi{lA)-xi^p1{AXi)

to A £ 21 and let ipf be the associated (upper) distribution function

ipf{t) = Pi{<pf>t)   for0<f<l.

With these notations A is ^-determined if and only if

(*) / y/f{s) ds= f {y/^s) /\t)ds   for 0 < t < 1
Jo Jo

(or equivalently with the indices interchanged).

2. Consider now a sequence of sets An £ T>{X) with A„ —> A and denote

by 9 in > Vi and y/¡„, \pi the functions corresponding to An, A. Since p is

finite, convergence in measure implies norm convergence and, by the contraction

inequality in the proof of (6.1), the cross functions cp¡„ converge to <p¡ in the

norm as well. But this implies convergence of the distribution functions ip¡„ to

ipi at all continuity points of the limit. This, finally, yields the convergence of

the integrals in the criterion (*) and proves A e T){X).   D

In the case n > 2 the situation is much more involved. That D{X) is

no longer closed, has been shown by Fishburn et al. [3]; that the class &y{X)

depends on y at least at the beginning, i.e. &X{X) / &2{X), is contained in

a counterexample due to Kemperman [9]. Therefore the main open problem is

to decide whether T)(X) is exhausted by the classes &y{X).
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To show that this fails, too, requires a slight generalization of a result men-

tioned without proof in [9]:

(6.3) Lemma. Assume n > 2 and let vx, ... ,vn be a-finite measures on R

with full support and with product measure v on R" . Then for functions e, £

Sfoivi) satisfying

S. = i y £ R" :  £ y,< 0 1 c ¡y e R" :  £ et{yt) < 0 1 ,
(. l</<« J   "    ( I<i<n J

S+ = iy £ R" :  £ y,•> 0 1 c l y e R" :  £ e((y¿) > 0 1
(. !<'<« J    "    { !<'<" J

z7zeve exz'sz* constants a>0 and b¡ with Ylx<i<n °i — ® sucn mat

e¡{yi) = ay i + b¡   for vralmost all y¡,   1 < i < n.

Proof. 1. With respect to v- = %j^Vj define the functions

£/CV/) = v¡ - sup I - £ ey{yf) : £ y} > -y¡ \ ,
[   m j# J

ei{y¡) = v-¡ - inf I - £ ejiyj) : £y7 < -v, > .

[    J¿i iíi J
Since the sets defined by J2j&yj > ~~v; resP- Ylj&yj < ~v; f°r each y,

have positive z>j -measure, these functions are everywhere finite-valued. The

following properties are immediate:

( 1 ) e¡ and e~¡ are nondecreasing,

(2) e¡ is left continuous and ?, is right continuous.

Moreover, due to the assumption on 5_ and S+ , by Fubini's theorem

(3) £,<«?/<?,,
iV, vt

(4) £,(y/) <ëiiyi)   for all y,-,

where (4) is a consequence of (l)-(3) and the fact that u¡ has full support. For

the same reason

(5) ëiiyd < e¡(zi)   for y, < z,.

2. Now the crucial point is the relation

(6) £,(y,) + £^(^)<0<ë,-(y,) + ££7(y,)   for   £y* = 0.

jji j¿i l<k<n

Indeed, choose xx, ... , x„ such that

x, < y i, Xj > y j   for j / i   and      £  xk < 0

\<k<n

and consider for arbitrary e > 0 the set

Z = {z £ R" : x,■ - e < z,• < x, and y, < z, < Xj for j ^ z'},
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which obviously is contained in S- and has positive measure. Thus

£ €i(Zi) < 0   for v-almost all z e Z,

\<i<n

hence by (3)

£ §4(2i) < 0   for v-almost all z e Z.

i<í<«

This, due to (5), implies

e¡(zi) + £ê/(y/) < 0   for ^-almost all z, e ]x, - e, x,[

and, due to (1), leads to

£,(*/-e) + £ëj(y,-)<0.

m
For x, î y i and e J. 0 this yields by (2) the first half of the assertion, while the

second half follows by symmetry.

3. Summing up the inequalities (6) over i yields

£ £;.(y,.) + («-i) £ ei{y,)< £ ë,(y,) + («-i) £ £;(y,)
l<i<n \<i<n 1<¡<" l<i<«

whenever X)1<i<ny, = 0, and in view of n > 2 this is equivalent to

£ ê/(y,)<  £ iiiyi)   for   £ y, = 0.
\<i<n l<i<n l<i<n

By suitable choice of y,, j ^ i, this combines with (4) to

£,0>/) = ëiiyi)   for all y¡.

Therefore, by (3)

(7) e¡ = ei = êi

and by (6)

(8) £ £;(y,) = 0 =   £ ëiiyi)   for   £ y, = 0.
l<i<n 1<I<« l<i<«

4. In view of (1), (7), and (8) it remains to find the nondecreasing solutions

ex, ... , en of the functional equation

(9) £ ei{yi) = 0   for   £ y, = 0.
l<i<« l</<n

Here, the values e¿{0) correspond to the constants b¡, hence e¡{0) = 0 can be

assumed. For i ^ j—and suitable yk , k ^ i, j—equation (9) yields

ei(y) = e¡(y) + ej{0) = e¡(0) + e¡{y) = e¡{y),

hence e may be written instead of e,. Once more using (9) and « > 2 leads

to the functional equation

e{y + z) = e{y + z) + e{0) = e{y) + e{z),

and the assertion follows from the isotony of e.   D
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It should be noted that the condition n > 2 is essential for this result, because

for « = 2 each nondecreasing function e provides the solution

e\iy\) = e{yx)   and   e2{y2) = -e{-y2).

Now the announced counterexample can be given:

(6.4)   Proposition. Assume n > 2 and let cp¡ : X¡■ —> R be homeomorphisms

satisfying

/   cpj dpi < oo   for all i,
Jx,

I   <p~\ dpi = oo   for at least one i.
Jx,

Then the set

A = <   £  <p¡ o n, > O

{l<i<n

is X-determined without being X -separated of any order y.

Proof. 1. The functions

£ {<pi a k) o m £ x
\<i<n

increase for k -> oo to the function

f*= £ cpiom£X*.
\<i<n

Since p{f* = 0) = 0, the assertion A e ®{X) follows from (2.5).

2. Now assume for some countable ordinal y > 0 a representation

A = {{f\  a < 7)^0}    with/«=   £  f^oTneX,

where ||/°|| / 0 without loss of generality. This implies in particular

£ /?oÄ|.>olc^cj £ f?on,>0
\<i<n J    ß        ß    {\<i<n

Passing from A to R" via y, = <p¡{x¡), 1 < i < n, yields

y e R" :  £ y;- < 0 1 c i v e R" :  £ /^"'(v,)) < 0
KKb I I \<i<n

and its counterpart, where v is the product of the image measures v¡ of p¡

under ç»,-. Since the measures zv, have full support, (6.3) applies to e, = f?°(p~x

and leads to

if? ° ^r')iy¡) = ay' + h   for ^-almost all y, e R
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with a > 0 and J2x<i<nbi = 0. Finally, returning from R" to A, this yields

ff = acpi + bi   for 1 < i < n,
p¡

where the case a = 0 is excluded by ||/°|| ^ 0. Therefore cp¡ e 2Cx{p) for all

i, in contradiction to the hypothesis.   D

It should be noted that the set A is by no means exotic; in fact it is always

open and connected.
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